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Question # 1
Do you work well within a team?

Answer:-
Some people are thrown when they are asked this Human Resource Generalist question when they are applying for a position to work alone. Every company works as
a team, so you are a good team player, give an example of when you have worked well within a team.
Read More Answers.

Question # 2
How do you prioritize your work?

Answer:-
Depends on the situation... I like to label certain tasks as either A B or C...A being the one that requires immediate attention, and C which are tasks that aren't urgent
but eventually need to get done... I like to focus my work As Human Resource Generalist on the things that need to get done, and done quickly... While balancing the
other work alongside our first priorities.
Read More Answers.

Question # 3
What have you done to improve your knowledge As Human Resource Generalist in the last year?

Answer:-
Try to include improvement activities that relate to the job As Human Resource Generalist. A wide variety of activities can be mentioned as positive
self-improvement. Have some good ones handy to mention.
Read More Answers.

Question # 4
Where do you see your career in five years As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
I would like to retire from this company. I would like to make a difference in the company whether in the company or any other position or area of the company As
Human Resource Generalist.
Read More Answers.

Question # 5
Are you good at working in a team As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Before you answer, consider how you best contribute to a team:
* Do you get along easily with people?
* Are you an effective collaborator?
* Can you communicate with people from various backgrounds and with different personalities?
* Can you motivate people?
* Do you know how to push back tactfully?
* Can you mediate conflicts?
* Can you deal with difficult personalities?
Read More Answers.

Question # 6
Explain a time when you did not get along with your coworker?

Answer:-
I used to lock heads with a fellows. We disagreed over a lot of things - from the care of civilians to who got what shifts to how to speak with a victim's family. Our
personalities just didn't mesh. After three months of arguing, I pulled her aside and asked her to lunch. At lunch, we talked about our differences and why we weren't
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getting along. It turns out, it was all about communication. We communicated differently and once we knew that, we began to work well together. I really believe that
talking a problem through with someone can help solve any issue.
Read More Answers.

Question # 7
How do you deal with pressure or stressful situations?

Answer:-
Choose an answer that shows that you can meet a stressful situation head-on in a productive, positive manner and let nothing stop you from accomplishing your goals.
A great approach is to talk through your go-to stress-reduction tactics (making the world's greatest to-do list, stopping to take 10 deep breaths), and then share an
example of a stressful situation you navigated with ease.
Read More Answers.

Question # 8
How many tennis balls can you fit into a limousine? 1,000? 10,000? 100,000? Seriously?

Answer:-
Well, seriously, you might get asked brainteaser questions like these, especially in quantitative jobs. But remember that the interviewer doesn't necessarily want an
exact number-he wants to make sure that you understand what's being asked of you, and that you can set into motion a systematic and logical way to respond. So, just
take a deep breath, and start thinking through the math. (Yes, it's OK to ask for a pen and paper!)
Read More Answers.

Question # 9
How would you be an asset to us As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Think again about the job specification and the skills needed for this role As Human Resource Generalist. Have a paragraph prepared highlighting how you will be
able to do the job and what you can bring to the team. It goes without saying that this paragraph should be positive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 10
Suppose there are three light switches outside a room. Inside is a single light bulb, controlled by one of the three switches. You need to determine which switch
operates the bulb. You can turn the switches on and off as many times as you wish (they are all off to begin with), but may only enter the room once. There is no one
there to help you. The door to the room is closed, and there are no windows, so you cannot see inside. How can you discover which switch operates the bulb?

Answer:-
Do the following steps: 
* 1. Turn ON two switches, and leave one OFF. 
* 2. Wait a few minutes. 
* 3. Turn one switch from ON to OFF. One is now ON and two are OFF 
* 4. Enter the room. - If the light is ON, it is controlled by the switch you left ON. - If the light bulb is OFF, touch it. If it is warm it is controlled by the switch you
turned ON and OFF. If it is cold, it is controlled by the switch you never turned on.
Read More Answers.

Question # 11
What do you already know about our company?

Answer:-
Good reputation of a large home grown company that has various departments and product.
Read More Answers.

Question # 12
What have you done to reduce costs, increase revenue, or save time?

Answer:-
Even if your only experience is an internship, you have likely created or streamlined a process that has contributed to the earning potential or efficiency of the
practice. Choose at least one suitable example and explain how you got the idea, how you implemented the plan, and the benefits to the practice.
Read More Answers.

Question # 13
What is your greatest failure As Human Resource Generalist, and what did you learn from it?

Answer:-
When I was in college, I took an art class to supplement my curriculum. I didn't take it very seriously, and assumed that, compared to my Engineering classes, it
would be a walk in the park. My failing grades at midterm showed me otherwise. I'd even jeopardized my scholarship status. I knew I had to get my act together. I
spent the rest of the semester making up for it, ended up getting a decent grade in the class. I learned that no matter what I'm doing, I should strive to do it to the best
of my ability. Otherwise, it's not worth doing at all.
Read More Answers.

Question # 14
What is your greatest strength? How does it help you As Human Resource Generalist?
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Answer:-
One of my greatest strengths, and that I am a diligent worker... I care about the work getting done.. I am always willing to help others in the team.. Being patient helps
me not jump to conclusions... Patience helps me stay calm when I have to work under pressure.. Being a diligent worker.. It ensures that the team has the same goals
in accomplishing certain things.
Read More Answers.

Question # 15
What motivates you to succeed?

Answer:-
Your interviewer will likely want to know the reasons why you will remain motivated to do your best during your employment with the company As Human
Resource Generalist. Perhaps you are interested in being challenged, but you may also have interest in being recognized for your hard work in the form of the number
of sales you can attain. A great example answer for this question is "I always do my best in everything, including my job. I take pride in my success, and I also want
the company for which I work to be successful. Being affiliated with a company that is known for its excellence is very important to me."
Read More Answers.

Question # 16
Why are you interested in this type of job As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
You're looking for someone who enjoys working with the elderly, or a caring, sociable, and nurturing person.
Read More Answers.

Question # 17
Why should we select you not others?

Answer:-
Here you need to give strong reasons to your interviewer to select you not others. Sell yourself to your interviewer in interview in every possible best way. You may
say like I think I am really qualified for the position. I am a hard worker and a fast learner, and though I may not have all of the qualifications that you need, I know I
can learn the job and do it well."
Read More Answers.

Question # 18
Describe to me the position As Human Resource Generalist you're applying for?

Answer:-
This is a "homework" question, too, but it also gives some clues as to the perspective the person brings to the table. The best preparation you can do is to read the job
description and repeat it to yourself in your own words so that you can do this smoothly at the interview.
Read More Answers.

Question # 19
Do you have any questions for me?

Answer:-
Good interview questions to ask interviewers at the end of the job interview include questions on the company growth or expansion, questions on personal
development and training and questions on company values, staff retention and company achievements.
Read More Answers.

Question # 20
Do you think you have enough experience As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
If you do not have the experience they need, you need to show the employer that you have the skills, qualities and knowledge that will make you equal to people with
experience but not necessary the skills. It is also good to add how quick you can pick up the routine of a new job role.
Read More Answers.

Question # 21
Explain an occasion when you had to adapt in the face of a difficult situation?

Answer:-
One of the most useful interview tactics is to remain positive about your work and achievements. This question lets the candidate draw on their own personal history
to show how they have been positive and successful in the face of difficulties. Choose a specific occasion to describe, rather than dealing with generic platitudes.
Read More Answers.

Question # 22
Give me an example of an emergency situation that you faced. How did you handle it?

Answer:-
There was a time when one of my employers faced the quitting of a manager in another country. I was asked to go fill in for him while they found a replacement and
stay to train that person. I would be at least 30 days. I quickly accepted because I knew that my department couldn't function without me.
Read More Answers.
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Question # 23
How much do you expect to get paid As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
For this be prepared and research salary to find out what similar positions are paying in your area before you go to the interview. Try to find this information out
before giving your salary expectations. You can and should provide a range instead of an exact number. But again, don't say any numbers you're not comfortable with
because if the employer offers you a salary at the lowest end of your range, you don't have much to negotiate with when it comes to getting a higher salary.
Read More Answers.

Question # 24
How would you rate your communication and interpersonal skills for this job As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
These are important for support workers. But they differ from the communication skills of a CEO or a desktop support technician. Communication must be adapted to
the special ways and needs of the clients. Workers must be able to not only understand and help their clients, but must project empathy and be a warm, humane
presence in their lives.
Read More Answers.

Question # 25
What does quality work mean to you?

Answer:-
Quality work to be is about doing work to the require or set standard, which is very important when it comes to warehouse operations.
Read More Answers.

Question # 26
What kind of salary do you need As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
job. Then give a wide range.
Read More Answers.

Question # 27
What schedule do you hope to work? Are you willing to work extra hours?

Answer:-
Be honest. If you really want the job and are willing to work any schedule needed, say so. If, however, you have no intention of working late hours or weekends,
simply let the interviewer know the hours that you are available to work. The same applies to extra hours. You are more likely to be hired if you are willing to work
any time you are needed. However, saying that you are willing and then complaining about the hours once you start working is a recipe for disaster.
Read More Answers.

Question # 28
Where do you see yourself professionally five years from now As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Demonstrate both loyalty and ambition in the answer to this question. After sharing your personal ambition, it may be a good time to ask the interviewer if your
ambitions match those of the company.
Read More Answers.

Question # 29
Why are you leaving your current job?

Answer:-
This is a toughie, but one you can be sure you'll be asked. Definitely keep things positive-you have nothing to gain by being negative about your past employers.
Instead, frame things in a way that shows that you're eager to take on new opportunities and that the role you're interviewing for is a better fit for you than your
current or last position. For example, "I'd really love to be part of product development from beginning to end, and I know I'd have that opportunity here." And if you
were let go? Keep it simple: "Unfortunately, I was let go," is a totally OK answer.
Read More Answers.

Question # 30
Why should the we hire you as this position As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
Read More Answers.

Question # 31
How do you evaluate your ability to handle conflict?
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Answer:-
I pride myself on being a good problem solver. Through my previous job and management positions I have faced numerous conflicts in different situations, and my
experiences have helped me to hone my issue resolution skills. I believe that it is important to get to and address the root of the issue, in a respectable manner.
Read More Answers.

Question # 32
How do you keep each member of the team involved and motivated?

Answer:-
Many managers mistakenly think that money is the prime motivator for their employees. However, according to surveys by several different companies, money is
consistently ranked five or lower by most employees. So if money is not the best way to motivate your team, what is?
Employees' three most important issues according to employees are:
* Respect
* A sense of accomplishment
* Recognition
Read More Answers.

Question # 33
What features of your previous jobs have you disliked?

Answer:-
It's easy to talk about what you liked about your job in an interview, but you need to be careful when responding to questions about the downsides of your last
position. When you're asked at a job interview about what you didn't like about your previous job, try not to be too negative. You don't want the interviewer to think
that you'll speak negatively about this job or the company should you eventually decide to move on after they have hired you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 34
What was the most important task you ever had?

Answer:-
There are two common answers to this question that do little to impress recruiters:
* 'I got a 2.1'
* 'I passed my driving test'
No matter how proud you are of these achievements, they don't say anything exciting about you. When you're going for a graduate job, having a degree is hardly
going to make you stand out from the crowd and neither is having a driving licence, which is a requirement of many jobs.
Read More Answers.

Question # 35
What is your philosophy towards work?

Answer:-
This is typically a straightforward question that merits a straightforward answer. Do you have strong worth ethic? Will you do whatever it takes to make sure the job
gets done? Just say so in your response. Keep it short, direct and positive.
Read More Answers.

Question # 36
What do you consider to be your greatest strength?

Answer:-
There isn't any right answer. Just make sure to make your response positive and true. A few good examples include: Your ability to solve complex problems, Your
ability to work well on a team, Your ability to shine under pressure, Your ability to focus in chaotic situations, Your ability to prioritize and organize, Your ability to
cut through the fluff to identify the real issues, Your ability to influence other positively. If your strength relates to the position in question that will be more
beneficial - but again be honest, don't create a strength for yourself just because you think it will sound good.
Read More Answers.

Question # 37
Why do you think you'll do well at this job?

Answer:-
Provide several reasons including skills, experience and interest. If you can show how you've been successful in a similar career field or job position that will go
along way to helping the interviewer believe you'll also be successful at this new job.
Read More Answers.

Question # 38
Do you think you are overqualified for this position As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
No matter your previous job experience or educational background, be sure to tell the interviewer you have the knowledge and skills to successfully execute the job
responsibilities.
Read More Answers.

Question # 39
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Explain what are your weaknesses As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Red flags: This is the peanut butter to the previous question's jelly. Again, everyone should expect it, so it's a bad sign if someone seems totally unprepared, or gives a
stock answer like, "I'm a perfectionist." Also, of course, candidates crazy enough to blurt out some horrible personality trait should go in the red flagged pile.
Good answer: Candidates should talk about a real weakness they've been working on improving. For instance, they're not good at public speaking, but they've been
taking a course to help them improve. Or maybe they feel that they're easily distracted when working online, but have installed software that helps them stay on task.
Answers like these show a desire for improvement, self awareness and discipline.
Read More Answers.

Question # 40
Tell us something about yourself?

Answer:-
Bad Answer: Candidates who ramble on about themselves without regard for information that will actually help the interviewer make a decision, or candidates who
actually provide information showing they are unfit for the job. 
Good answer: An answer that gives the interviewer a glimpse of the candidate's personality, without veering away from providing information that relates to the job.
Answers should be positive, and not generic.
Read More Answers.

Question # 41
Top 12 Stress Based Interview Questions As Human Resource Generalist:

Answer:-
Some jobs require employees to work under stress, and some interviewers just like to see how applicants handle stressful questions.
There are many questions designed for putting the interviewee into an awkward situation, or throwing them off, to see how they do under stress. Here are some
samples.
1. How do you feel this interview is going As Human Resource Generalist?
2. How would you handle undeserved criticism from a superior?
3. How many other jobs are you applying for?
4. What would you do if you saw a colleague stealing supplies or equipment?
5. What did you do when you had a boss you didn't get along with?
6. What would you do if a colleague took credit for your idea, and got a promotion?
7. Was the stress of your previous job too much for you?
8. What would you do if a colleague admitted to lying on their resume to get the job?
9. What would you do if a customer verbally insulted you in front of co-workers?
10. What would you change about the design of a baseball hat?
11. Why were you fired from your previous job As Human Resource Generalist?
12. How successful do you think you've been so far?
Read More Answers.

Question # 42
If the company you worked for was doing something unethical or illegal, what would you do?

Answer:-
Report it to the leaders within the company. True leaders understand business ethics are important to the company's longevity
Read More Answers.

Question # 43
You are not given the tools you need to be successful. How would you change that As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
State a business case to your manager / leader as to why you need the tools and make the request for them.
Read More Answers.

Question # 44
Tell me about a time when you had to use your presentation skills to influence someone's opinion As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Example stories could be a class project, an internal meeting presentation, or a customer facing presentation.
Read More Answers.

Question # 45
What do you consider to be your greatest achievement so far and why?

Answer:-
Be proud of your achievement, discuss the results, and explain why you feel most proud of this one. Was it the extra work? Was it the leadership you exhibited? Was
it the impact it had?
Read More Answers.

Question # 46
What do you aspire to be?

Answer:-
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Discuss your aspirations for the near, immediate and long term. You want to show them you are thinking of making an impact now as well as the future.
Read More Answers.

Question # 47
Why do you want to work in this industry As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Make sure you research the industry first. Then find at least 3 core things about that industry that you're passionate about (for example: how their solutions impact
clients, their culture, the leadership, etc)
Read More Answers.

Question # 48
What do you know about this company?

Answer:-
Research the company on Google by searching recent news (to remain current on them) and their website. Make sure you understand their products / services, vision,
competitive differentiators, and work culture.
Read More Answers.

Question # 49
How have you achieved your success?

Answer:-
Discuss stories of how you've progressed over the years to achieve success. People relate best to stories.
Read More Answers.

Question # 50
What are ideas or initiatives you've led and what was the outcome?

Answer:-
Describe your most unique ideas and initiatives that had the best results for the company. Make sure you highlight your creativity, your results, your diligence and
your ability to execute.
Read More Answers.

Question # 51
What is the most important lesson / skill you've learned from school?

Answer:-
Think of lessons learned in extra curricular activities, in clubs, in classes that had a profound impact on your personal development. For example, I had to lead a team
of 5 people on a school project and learned to get people with drastically different personalities to work together as a team to achieve our objective.
Read More Answers.

Question # 52
How do you feel about this company's vision?

Answer:-
First find out where the company envisions itself in 3-5 years. If you can't find the vision of the company, that's probably a big question mark on the company itself.
Once you do, identify how those company's visions align to your personal values and goals and then articulate how tightly correlated that is to the interviewer. For
example - this company wants to be the #1 provider of green technology in the world and I feel strongly about that vision because we've got a chance to collectively
impact the world to become a greener society and save our clients at the same time!
Read More Answers.

Question # 53
What classes did you enjoy most in college and why?

Answer:-
Think back to the classes that either resonated with your passion or truly helped you to develop skills that you believe will help you in your career. Talk about those.
Read More Answers.

Question # 54
Describe your vision of your perfect dream job?

Answer:-
Ideally, the role you're applying for either is that dream job or will help you get to it. If it's going to help you get there, describe the elements of that job role that you
are passionate about so that it ties to the vision of what your dream job is. Be honest and talk about the type of work environment, management team / leadership,
coworkers, culture, vision and products/services you'd like your dream job to entail.
Read More Answers.

Question # 55
What are your presentation skills like As Human Resource Generalist?
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Answer:-
Make sure you share a story that demonstrates your presentation skills in front of many people. If you are really brave, offer to give a snippet of that presentation to
the interviewer. This will definitely be different from what most people do.
Read More Answers.

Question # 56
How do you act when you encounter competition?

Answer:-
This question is designed to see if you can rise the occasion. You want to discuss how you are the type to battle competition strongly and then you need to cite an
example if possible of your past work experience where you were able to do so.
Read More Answers.

Question # 57
What's the least rewarding work you've ever done and why?

Answer:-
Describe work you've done that you feel doesn't take advantage of your full potential. For example, "I once had to make paper copies for my job and I feel it didn't
take full advantage of my skills. However, it did teach me to be humble in my work and to appreciate a good opportunity when it arose to use my skills"
Read More Answers.

Question # 58
How good are you at problem solving?

Answer:-
Describe the problem first and then discuss how you were able to fix it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 59
How do you adapt to new working environments As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
It's important that you demonstrate that you can adapt to changing environments quickly. You want to stress that you can manage change. The one thing in life that is
constant after all, is change.
Read More Answers.

Question # 60
What do you expect to be earning in 5 years As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
Discuss how you expect yourself to be excellent at your job. Thus, it would be reasonable to expect pay that is based on the merit of your work.
Read More Answers.

Question # 61
What attracted you to this company As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
You could discuss the company's vision, culture and solutions/services as reasons for wanting to join it.
Read More Answers.

Question # 62
If you had to choose one, would you consider yourself a big-picture person or a detail-oriented person?

Answer:-
Both are important. You need to stress that. However, if you could only choose one, ask yourself As Human Resource Generalist - do you like to be "in the weeds"
with your work, or do you want to be the one painting the vision?
Read More Answers.

Question # 63
What three character traits would your friends use to describe you?

Answer:-
Friends would typically use attributes like (assuming you have these): Trustworthy, honest, hardworking, friendly, courageous, nice, diligent, organized and so forth.
Not saying you have all of these, but the best way for you to find out is to survey your friends by asking them what they consider your brand to be.
Read More Answers.

Question # 64
What would you do if you won the lottery?

Answer:-
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The interviewer is asking this question to find out what your true passion is. Ideally it aligns to the type of work you're interviewing for. If not, tie it back in terms of
how it relates to the job, for example, "I believe I'll learn the necessary skills in this job to pursue my passion later on in life."
Read More Answers.

Question # 65
What do you do in your spare time?

Answer:-
If you want to show your fun side, discuss your extracurricular activities. If you want to show your ambition, discuss the work / school projects you do in your spare
time.
Read More Answers.

Question # 66
How did you find out about this job As Human Resource Generalist? What do you know about the job?

Answer:-
Possible ways to find out about the job: 
Online website listing, friend, professional referral, mentor, career fairs, networking events. You should know about the roles and responsibilities of the job and what
they're looking for. Make sure you read up on that online beforehand or ask the person that referred you.
Read More Answers.

Question # 67
Describe a time when you had to help a coworker out that did not directly benefit you?

Answer:-
There should be many times where you've assisted others As Human Resource Generalist. If you haven't, think of how you would in the future. You can discuss
charitable causes, how you mentored someone, and so on.
Read More Answers.

Question # 68
How do you continue learning on a daily basis? Why is continuous improvement necessary As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
You can learn on the job, through books and magazines, through social networks, blogs, seminars, mentors and so on. Continuous improvement is important because
the one thing in life that is constant is change. And you have to continue to push yourself day in and day out to be the best.
Read More Answers.

Question # 69
What does "thinking outside the box" mean to you?

Answer:-
It means not doing things exactly the same way as everyone else. You've got to challenge the status quo and bring something new to the business.
Read More Answers.

Question # 70
How do you rate yourself in computer skills? Please describe the programs and software that you can use well?

Answer:-
Ideally you want to able to type quickly, have the ability to effectively use Microsoft Office, and more importantly be able to quickly adapt to computer / technology
skills. More and more it's become an integral part of work. If the job doesn't require technology skills - then this question shouldn't be asked!
Read More Answers.

Question # 71
What have you done to prepare yourself to be a supervisor?

Answer:-
1. Learn from current supervisors (best practices)
2. Mentor others
3. Be exceptionally good at your current job so that it builds your credibility
4. Have a high emotional IQ
Read More Answers.

Question # 72
How do you decide what to delegate and to whom?

Answer:-
Identify the strengths of your team members and their availability based on the priorities they have on their plate. From there, invest the tasks upon each member
based on where you think you'll get the best return.
Read More Answers.

Question # 73
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Tell me about a decision you made recently and how you reached it As Human Resource Generalist?

Answer:-
The key is to show that you put a lot of thought (weighing out the pros and cons) but were able to be decisive. Be sure to explain your logic in arriving at the decision.
Read More Answers.

Question # 74
How did you become interested in this field/industry?

Answer:-
Describe how you've come to develop a passion or interest in this industry and use variables like "culture, people, vision, career development, and the work itself" to
define your choice
Read More Answers.

Question # 75
What is more important to you money or success?

Answer:-
First ask yourself that question before the interview - what are your priorities? Are money and success actual one in the same goal for you? If not, what's more
important based on how do you define success?
Read More Answers.

Question # 76
Rate yourself on a scale of 10?

Answer:-
If you truly believe you're a 10, you better be able to explain why with examples / stories. If you believe you're a great contributor and have room to grow, say 8 or 9.
If you're below that, explain what you would do to improve yourself to get the ranking you believe you can be.
Read More Answers.

Question # 77
What was the biggest professional risk you have taken and what was the outcome?

Answer:-
First discuss how you weighed the pros and cons of the risk and the results you'd believe you could achieve. Then discuss the action plan you put into place for it and
outline that step by step. Then discuss the outcome and if it wasn't optimal talk about what you would do differently in hindsight.
Read More Answers.

Question # 78
Do you know anyone working with this organization?

Answer:-
It would be great if you did - then you could potentially use them as a referral if they thought highly of you.
Read More Answers.
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